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ABSTRACT: 

The production of curved plywood chairs is developing continually for long period. The trend of 
rationalization and the utilization of wood in veneer and curved plywood production is positively 
influencing the increase of such usage as in modern development. In this article we will concentrate on 
our production experience in this field of production and the developed products from curved plywood. 
Also, we will mention the new technologies in this field as well as the machines we purchase and installed 
in the existing process. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 In our long-term experience in the field of chairs in Croatia and Bosnia and Herzegovina we developed 
also new types of chairs from curved plywood for the market. The development of such chairs based on 
the existed production of peeled veneer which prepared for such production. In this article we will 
concentrate on the influence of new technologies which we introduced on the development and production 
of curved plywood chairs. 

  The development is planned and implemented with the producers of the specialized machines as well as 
the mold designers. The process of producing curve plywood sheets for different purposes in the wood 
industry, is followed as a rationalization of utilization of wood mass for upgrading the value of logs and 
veneer. In the other hand, the chair market is continuously introducing new well-designed chairs from 
different combinations of material, which needed to be followed.  

  The production of curved plywood chairs in both our above-mentioned companies were existing in a very 
simple production shapes, usually as parts of curved plywood for different simple constructed chairs. As 
we found that the market is requesting more high-quality curved wood chares, we started to develop our 
own designed chairs with the cooperation with our potential buyers. Most of the buyers were requesting 
just parts of curved plywood as seats, chairs arms or even the joint front and back legs. 

   Very quickly we ordered our development department to see the potential in the companies for 
developing more types of curved plywood chairs in cooperation with the new buyers. So, we found a big 
potential in both companies, from input raw material to design abilities of the existing teams. 
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     The first area to act on is the existing machines in the company for all phase of producing curved 
plywood, with good quality and acceptable production capacities. Immediately we contacted the producers 
of the planed needed machines. Pleasantly we found a lot of very interested machine producers in the 
European market and as well as in the other markets. The offers are plenty, but the level of the machines is 
variable, from simple machines, semi-automatic, CNC to the Robots. Started contacting the machine 
producers we learned a lot from them and working with them we got a very good idea what we need for 
each company for the plans which we had. The level of the technology we need for each company was 
different. In one of them we started from the begging adding certain simple machines to full fill the 
processing line and upgrading the production quality and in the other company we had a lot of space to do 
more. The upgrading and increasing price wise the values per product we found that they increase even to 
2.5 times     

2. THE BASIC PLAN FOR DEVELOPING HIG QUALITY CURVED PLYWOOD 
CHAIRS 

         As we mentioned above that we analyzed our potential, in the sense of our existing technologies, 
machines and as well as the potential of input raw material. Here by we will represent few examples of 
different chairs developed from curve plywood we planned to produce. 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Selection of chairs to developed in our factories 

In the above selected curved plywood chairs, we needed to select adequate technology and equipment with 
more advanced machines than we had in production. Since we had our own veneer production our 
developments plans started from the selection and the rationalization of the peeled veneer. First, we had to 
sort the veneer sheets in certain categories (classes). For this process we needed to educate our head of the 
shifts workers to pass the knowledge to the workers in these certain working places. Shortly we succeed 
and the development programs started from the input material to the production of curve plywood 
elements for the planed chair production. We also engaged designers for the special needed molds for the 
planed chairs parts. The molds were designed in cooperation with specialized companies and the 
producers of the presses we are planning to purchase. 

So, we came to the phase of the technology which we need to develop for such production program. We 
divided the process for curve plywood elements for upholstery grade parts and the exposed grade elements 
or components. 

Most upholstery grade parts and some of the large exposed grade panels are produced using radio 
Frequency presses. However, for complex exposed grade components such as one-piece shells, parts with 
multi-thickness and exposed-wood parts, we use heat-Induction presses which we had some of them. This 
process requires more time, but the results are unparalleled.  
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Shortly we had to reorganize the hall process in both factories to introduce the new production technology, 
from sorting the veneer sheets in two lines one for the exposed parts and the other for the upholstery 
elements. We introduced automatic transports with a regulator from the input material to the pre- gluing 
places where the workers collect and put in order the potential curve plywood element to the gluing 
machines. (Pictures no.2 and 3) 

3. MACHINES AND PRODUCTION PHASES TO NEEDED FOR REALIZATION OF 
PLAN 

  We started with the phases of production line which will allow the proper sorting of veneer sheets for the 
planed curve product. Automatic conveyers with enough working space, for the educated worker to sort 
the needed veneer as the input of sheets as quickly as possible and as adequate as possible, that is a big 
help in the production process. They ensure the needed speed of processing and proper preparation for 
farther production, so it is a sort of rationalization of input raw material. 

                                                  
 
 
 

            
             
                        Figure 2: Automatic conveyers                                      Figure 3: Automatic sorting table 

                                for sorting veneer                                              and conveyer for veneer sheets 

The farther face and important after is forming and sorting the sheets, it is the gluing process. So, we 
needed good quality gluing and spreading machines for the special adhesives we use. (Picture no.4) 

 
 

 

 

 
 
 

Figure 4: Modern Gluing spreader machine for veneer sheets 
 

Having a glue line hard enough to prevent both spring-back and surface-crack problems, as well as an 
optimal glue consumption to avoid cold-creep, are key elements for achieving high productivity in curved 
plywood production. Adhesive systems offering optimal dry contents, fast pressing and strong bonding are 
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needed to obtain a high-quality construction. We purchased a new high-quality machine which assured all 
the needed precondition for well glued curve elements. 

An effective production combination of curve plywood should contain: 

 Technical know-how on different wood species,  
 Fast-and-strong bonding adhesive systems, 
 Advanced application machines with roller spreaders providing an "always even" glue spread. 

  The processing step which needs upgrading is the pressing of the prepared veneer sheets. 
The radio frequency (RF) process for curing adhesives has been used for many years in the production of 
curved plywood. This process is used for smaller upholstery-grade pieces, and works much like a 
microwave oven, where electricity is used to quickly cure the glue from the inside out. This allows a 
relatively fast press cycle and lends itself to multi-layer pressing, driving costs down. That was the process 
which needed. Because RF technology can result in warping on large pieces, this process works best on 
smaller upholstered pieces. 

  Induction Heat Pressing process provides better control than the RF process when larger and more 
complex forms are produced. Larger, one-piece upholstery-grade shells and exposed-grade plywood are 
pressed using the induction heat process. The Induction Heat process has two significant advantages over 
RF curing: even curing and deeper penetration of the glue. The adhesive is heated from the outside. 
Penetration of the glue is crucial because the process displaces moisture in the wood cells, inhibiting 
warping.  

  HF Plywood Bending Press doesn't need boiler and hot oil. It only needs electricity, clean and powerless. 
One operator could operate at least 2 sets of machines, convenient and easy to handle with. Mold/Die 
changing is easier and cost less, due to the material (mold can be made by plywood or MDF). Wooden 
mold keeps warm in good condition. And the costs are cheaper than metal mold. Customer even can 
design and produce their own mold shapes easily. We decided to have both process in the production line 
which we just upgrade it.As new press we purchased and introduced three direction high frequency 
bending press picture no.(5). 

 Features of three direction high frequency plywood bending press: 

 Horizontal pressure plus Vertical pressure can bend complex shapes of products. Good for long 
term product development. 

 High efficiency: High frequency is internal heating, drying glue quickly, easily and uniformly 
(Chair bending needs 3-4 mins per cycle) 

 Low costs: High frequency concentrates power on glue, saving energy.   
 Stable quality. After pressing, plywood shape is steady and hard to change. 
 Easy mold making. HF bending press works with plywood mold, which is easy to design and 

make in customers’ requirement 
 Environment friendly: High frequency power needs only electricity, clean and dust free.   
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Figure 5: 3D Pressure High Frequency Curved Plywood Bending Press 
 
Once the molded plywood panels are pressed, we machine them on one of our state-of-art 5-axis CNC 
machining-centers. These sophisticated computer-controlled routers allow us to produce a large variety of 
consistently uniform and concise upholstery and exposed grade components. 
 
For mold-making and machining upholstery grade components, we use our dual-end spindle routers and 
for exposed grade components requiring very high precision machining, we rely on our top-of-the-line 
CNC machining center, whose 2 spindle routers offer optimal precision and unmatched quality such as in 
picture no. (6). 

 
 

 

 

 
 

Figure 6: Modern cnc cutting machine with two spindle 

The last phase to upgrade in this production systems is the finishing phase. The modern lacquering 
systems in the machine market are very different. We needed to purchase a combination of lacquering 
units with drying channels for a wide range of products with different shapes and dimensions. Our request 
is to have quick and functional line for our need. 

Such a much-suffocated lacquering and drying line not only secure a high-quality finishing but speed the 
finishing process and assure the quantities needed for the developed market. In picture no. (7) we can see 
such line. Before and after lacquering process we also create a very good quality of sanding the product 
the finishing quality for exposed elements of curve plywood elements.  
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Figure 7: Lacquering and drying cabinets in line for a wide range of products 

 
4. CONCLUTIONS 

From the above represented material, we can conclude the following: 

 The well-organized production of curve plywood products, will rationalize and upgrade veneer 
sheets in to curve plywood products of a wide range, that was our target in these factories, 

 The products which we select as curved elements or fished product, needed special molds, 
working places which selected carefully, with specialized producers of these machines, increase 
productivity and the prices of upgraded semifinal or final product, 

 Special tension was given to the selection of products, element which could sell as parts of the 
final product, all over the world to the producers of chairs with curved plywood parts, with 
acceptable prices, 

 The selection of the main machines for the developed products were defined based on the power 
consumption ability of our power sources which were available and acceptable for the company 
in the sense of expenses, 

 To increase the productivity we found that it is necessary to select machines, in the second phase 
of production, which is sorting veneer into sheets, pressing the curve elements , forming them 
and shaping them with high speed machines with double working places with a very good 
operating programs to adapt for each production or product, 

 The finishing phase of production like sanding and lacquering are very expensive with the 
materials which we used, so we hand to rationalize and optimize both phases of process, but to 
have in mind the influence of the investment on the final cost of the finished products, 

 Finally we calculated the influence of the selected machines, on the production calculation cost 
in these phases and it is very clear that it was a big influence not only that the machines were 
modern, but their selection was very carefully where many factors were considered  and planed 
well. So, the influence of new technologies is very success full and the income of the production 
is well increased. 
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